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ABSTRACT 

Hindi Cinema is one of the biggest industries of India and it produces thousands of movies every year which are 

watched by 3 billion movie goers, some of them are terrible but many of them have a unique content yet still flop or 

financially do not do well, the reason is undoubtedly the poor marketing strategies of them. Now a day`s making a 

good movie is immensely important but promoting it and taking it to the reach of every individual is equally 

essential. Different producers have been using their conspicuous strategies to promote their movies at a large 

platform but still there is a big room for improvement. 

"Recently released Dangal film marketing strategy emphasized women empowerment as the film's storyline revolves 

around Mahavir Singh Phogat and his daughters, Patiala House released in Patiala, ironically the film has nothing 

to do with the princely state, Promotion of pink film was done at Mitthibai college festival Umang 2016, Silence was 

the promotion strategy for My Name is Khan a much talked film, Salman khan promoted Hero movie but he was not 

in the film," 

This paper analyses widespread marketing strategies used in Hindi Film industry popularly called the Bollywood 

both nationally and internationally. Film marketing is rapidly developing into a promising industry although the 

idea is its initial stage in India. Films now are more than just an entertainment, but are a business. Marketing of a 

movie is not a new initiative it has its existence since films were introduced in India, but it is followed more 

rigorously in today's era of film affairs. The commencement of this paper starts with introduction of the film industry 

followed with the strategies used to market the films. The other segment of research paper will highlight the growth 

of this Hindi film industry. The content of this paper also consists with current trend and changes that are common 

in the film industry. 

 

The Key Words: Changing trend in Films marketing, Indian Film Industry, Marketing Strategies of 

Hindi Film Industry, Marketing Strategies, Promotional activities in Films 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

“Film is not only a piece of art but also a tool of social reform as it expresses the feelings of humans and their idea 

of contemporary society. Films are the mirror that reflects the society. Also they reflect the changing scenario of 
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politics and economy in India over the decades. Talk of the rise of middle class or the emergence of small town 

India or the gradual breakdown of the old feudal order or of despair, anger, alienation and separation or of 

resurrection, a new resurgence and a new confidence. You will see them in the screen of Bollywood and other 

regional industries” 

                                                                                                                                                             Aatish Palekar 

The Reason behind this paper is to find out marketing strategies of Hindi film industry and their role in success of a 

film on box office. Now a day‟s Hindi film industry presents a very different scenario. With over 1000 films 

releasing in a given year, all of them fighting for a common goal i.e. the good revenue, the multiplex domination - it 

has become a necessity for those involved, to do whatever it takes to enforce that "must-watch" feeling among the 

masses in order to win this very competitive rat-race. . In a country where more than three-fourths of the Rs 13,000-

crore film industry's revenues come from the box office and where single screens have been shutting down at an 

alarming rate, this delay in opening new properties is creating room for crafting good marketing strategies to 

effectively use available screens. While multiplexes have been doing a good job, adding 150-200 screens every year, 

single screens have been shutting at twice that rate. From over 12,000 screens five years ago, there are now just 

about 10,000 left in India. The result: in 2015, growth in box office revenues screeched to a halt. While the numbers 

are yet to come in, 2016 is not expected to have done much better. This is simply because there are not enough 

screens around and lack of good marketing strategies. Average occupancy at multiplexes remains 30 per cent. For 

more than five years now the number of Indians watching films has fallen consistently - from 82 million in 2010 to 

just about 78 million in 2014.  These facts create the room to study Marketing strategies of Hindi Film Industry. I 

want to study how effective role does the marketing strategies play in success of a film and their relevance with 

marketing mix. This research entirely focuses on the myriad of promotional and marketing strategies have been 

followed by Hindi Film Industry in recent years and their significant impact on their success. There are many ways 

to define success of a film: whether the film was profitable (i.e. made a greater than say, return on investment), 

awards (Oscars, IIFAA, Filmfare, Dadasaheb Phalke Award, National Film Awards), critics reviews and to what 

extent film influenced the audience.  

 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPER 

 

To know the present marketing strategies of Hindi film industry. 

To find out how much of a role does marketing strategies play in the success of Hindi films. 

To spread consciousness about effectiveness of marketing strategies in Hindi film industry. 

To know the similarity between film marketing and product marketing. 

To find out the tools of movie advertising are the most pursuable in driving them to theatres.  

 

 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Box+Office
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Multiplexes
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Box+Office
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Multiplexes
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III. INDIAN FILM INDUSTRY 

 

The Indian film and entertainment industry, position at more than $8 billion, is one of the greatest increasing sectors 

of the Indian economy. Indian film industry forms the most key segment of entertainment sector. Indian film 

industry helps a lot in enlargement of entertainment industry & the growth of country, at large. India has one of the 

oldest and largest film industries in the world. It was in early 1913 that an Indian film received a public screening. 

The film was Raja Harischandra. Its director, Dadasaheb Phalke is now remembered through a life-time 

achievement award bestowed by the film industry in his name. Every year, 1000 films are released in India, which 

are watched by 3 billion movie goers. India is the world's largest film producer, volume-wise. However, factors such 

as poorly developed revenue stream, excessive reliance on domestic box office collections and inefficiencies 

prevalent across the value chain, have resulted in poor revenue collection for the industry. As a result, the Indian 

Film Industry accounts for only 1% of global film industry revenues. However, in the past 3-4 years, the industry 

has undergone major alterations bringing positive results. Due to the availability of organized funding, advent of 

multiplexes and increasing overseas collections, the film industry now stands at a better position. The provision of 

100% foreign direct investment has made the Indian film market attractive for foreign enterprises such as 20th 

Century Fox, Sony Pictures, and Warner Bros. Over the past years the business of film making has changed due to 

corporatization, increasing production costs, spiraling actor fees and high acquisition costs for content. With the 

recent economic showdown, the film industry is witnessing earlier some of the earlier excesses being brought down 

to a more realistic level playing field. We have seen over the years that success of film now not only through its 

contents but varied integration of marketing strategies to promote the film. Today everyone in the film industry 

wants success but it is acquired by only those who have come out with some out of box strategy for their film. Films 

are much hyped before their release in the market so that they have great openings but some earn good money and 

some are not even noticed due to lack of content and poor marketing. 

 

IV. SEGMENTS OF THE INDIAN FILM INDUSTRY 

 

The cinema of India consists of films produced across India. Cinema as a medium has gained immense popularity in 

the country and as many as 1,600 films in various languages of India are produced annually. Indian films have also 

come to be followed throughout South Asia, the Greater Middle East, Southeast Asia and other countries. The South 

Indian film industry defines the four film cultures of South India as a single entity. They are the Tamil, the Telugu, 

the Malayalam and the Kannada industries. The 20th century saw commercialization of the business of film making. 

The Indian, Chinese and American film industries became global enterprises. Our film industry found markets in 

over 90 countries. If we divide the Indian Film Industry, we have various Regional Film Industries. The most 

prominent and popular amongst them at is the Hindi Film Industry, which is based in Mumbai. Other industries are 

Marathi, Punjabi, Urdu, Bhojapuri, Telugu, Bengali, Oriya, Kannada, Malayalam and Tamil. These industries enjoy 

monopoly in their respective regions. For example, Kerala people will prefer Malayalam movies over Kannada 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Middle_East
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southeast_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Indian_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Indian_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Indian_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telugu_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malayalam_film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kannada_film_industry
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movies. Regional choices greatly influence the marketing strategy for the promotion of a film or a product. The 

cultural variety that the Indian Film Industry offers is what that makes it unique from every other film industry in the 

world. Its varying range is its identity. 

Hindi Film Industry 

In 2016, out of the 1073 films CERTIFIED in India (main languages) in India, 297 were Hindi films. This means 

27% of the films released in India in 2015 were Hindi films. Hindi film industry is the largest producer of films in 

India. Hindi films are the only films in India that enjoy a national audience. Along with that, they also enjoy 

overseas audience. Since Hindi films enjoy maximum viewership, they also account for over 40 percent of the total 

revenues of the overall Indian film industry. The total revenue that Hindi film industry earned in 2008 was Rs 

10,900 crore with an overseas collection of Rs 977 crore. Hindi film industry today is one of the biggest money 

making industries in India which provides employment to over 6 million people.  

The maximum number of certificates for Feature Films „Digital‟ (meant for theatrical release) were issued from the 

Mumbai Region followed by Chennai, Hyderabad and Thriuvananthapuram indicated below :- 

MUMBAI 890 (633 Indian and 257 Foreign) 

CHENNAI 344  (313 Indian and 31 Foreign) 

HYDERABAD 262 (All Indian) 

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 195 (All Indian) 

 

During the year April 2014 to March 2015 the largest number of films were certified in Tamil and Hindi with (297) 

each, followed by Telugu (284), Malayalam (195) and Kannada (159). The figures below indicate the rise/ fall in 

production of films in Digital in major Indian languages as compared to the year April 2013 to March 2014.  

Language Films certified in April 

2013 to March 2014 

Films certified in April 

2014 to March 2015 

Increase (+) 

Decrease(-) 

Tamil 306 297 -9 

Telugu 334 284 -50 

Malayalam 200 195 -5 

Hindi 252 297 +45 

 

V. MARKETING STRATEGIES OF HINDI FILM INDUSTRY 

Dr. Philip Kotler defines marketing as “the science and art of exploring, creating, and delivering value to satisfy 

the needs of a target market at a profit. Marketing identifies unfulfilled needs and desires. It defines measures and 

quantifies the size of the identified market and the profit potential.  

Gone are those days when plastering a few posters on the walls and hand-painted Billboard signs were the only 

means available for a film's publicity; Actors barely promoted their films, film-makers never ventured in-front of the 

camera and our main stream media couldn't care less. However the internet has shaken things up and revolutionized 
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the way movie publicity is done. Films are today more than Art, its business. This film industry business is the 

biggest money earner in the country. In last couple of years film industry has changed itself into fully professional 

business industry with innovative methods to promote a film. Time has changed and so are the promotional and 

marketing activities of a film. Awareness of film and its Star Cast is important in the competitive industry. Almost 

two to three movies releasing every Friday, to succeed the producer or directors have to something different to 

attract the audiences. It's all about creating brand identity. Film marketing is nothing but how the filmmakers and 

marketers position their film in the mind of the audiences in order to increase the consumption of their film. A 

marketing process must address few factors like PEST, cultural and competition to fit in the market place. The 

timing of this process is very important; filmmakers have realized its importance. Film marketing is done at three 

stages namely corporate branding, promotions & events and traders and distributors. Film marketing starts at the 

moment the idea of particular film making is conceived. The target audience is also decided for whom the movie is 

made for. So effective planning is needed to contain all the section you need to address. More than 50% of all movie 

theatre tickets are bought by 9% of the population. The film's first two weeks does the business of around 78% in the 

given market place. The two key factors of your film Marketing are Positioning and Target Market: Positioning: 

"Positioning is how a product appears in relation to other products in the market The whole marketing and 

communication strategy of the film is depended on the positioning of the film. The film positions itself in the mind 

of the audience through positioning. Targeting: Every movie differs from other and so is the genre of the movie. The 

film cant be a hit unless the film maker knows it target audience. It is important for the film maker to know what the 

target audience want, what they have rejected in past and their habits. Target audience is defined by age, class, 

gender etc while elements like movie goers, race, socio-economic status, urban and rural audience are additional. 

Targeting can be done on the basis of: Age, Gender, Education, Religion, Ethnicity, Nationality and Geography. 

These facts create need to focus on marketing mix of Hindi film industry: 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MARKETING MIX IN HINDI FILMS 

The origins of the four Ps can be traced to the late 1940s. The first known mention of a mix has been attributed to a 

Professor of Marketing at Harvard University, Prof. James Culliton. Now 4 Ps (Product, Price, Place and Promotion) 

has transferred into 7 Ps. Two more relevant areas have been added to marketing mix, Process and Physical 

evidence. The 7Ps which plays a crucial role in building marketing strategies for a film: 

Product Place Price Promotion People Process Physical 

Evidence 

 

Product 

Product is an article or substance that has been manufactured and refined for sale. In this case a film is a product. 

This product has major components. If we take Hindi film industry into consideration, it'll be safe to call it a highly 

competitive zone. For the producers, movie making is like a business, where they are selling their product, ie the 

Film. So in order to make that product successful on box office, their aim would be to get maximum visibility for 

their product. There are many ways to define success of a film: whether the film was profitable (i.e. made a greater 
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than say, return on investment), awards (Oscars, IIFAA, Filmfare, Dadasaheb Phalke Award, National Film 

Awards), critics reviews and to what extent film influenced the audience.  Every movie has its own target audience. 

There are many factors on the basis of which the audience chooses to watch a particular film. They could be ranging 

from the talent (film stars), genre (comedy, drama, action, thriller, romance), storyline, music and the presentation of 

a movie. For example, the films NH 10 and Pink were slightly more popular among young girls, teenagers and 

women (Aged 15-35 years). According to the oxford dictionary a film is defined as a story or event recorded by a 

camera as a set of moving images and shown in a cinema or on television. 

Place 

After making a product which is worth selling, comes the time to find a "place" where this product will be sold. In 

this case a place can be anything ranging from cinema halls, multiplexes, broadcast media centers like radio and 

television, homes, internet, mobile phones (caller tunes, my song), games and news. Distribution takes place through 

theatres, rental stores; sell-through stores, catalogues, non-theatrical groups, the Internet, cell phones etc. In film 

industry more revenue comes from box office so it is very important to analyze the situation of Multiplexes and 

single theater screens of India. Indian film industry is among the top three film industries of the world. A developed 

market like the United States has almost 40,000 multiplex screens. In a developing market like China, there are 

20,000. "In contrast, India has hardly 2,050 multiplex screens. China had about 9,000 screens in 2011 when the 

government decided to push investment into building screens. By 2014, China had over 24,000 screens and its box 

office revenues - 90 per cent of all revenues - had more than doubled to $4.8 billion. It is now the world's second 

largest film market after United States. The speed of screen growth should be increased. A jump of 10,000 screens 

will mean more than doubling of revenues and a more equitable distribution of money, especially among different 

genres instead of just Hindi, English, Telugu and Tamil.  

Price 

 Price is the value that is put to a product or service and is the result of a complex set of calculations, research and 

understanding and risk taking ability. A pricing strategy takes into account segments, ability to pay, market 

conditions, competitor actions, trade margins and input costs, amongst others. It is targeted at the defined customers 

and against competitors. There are several pricing strategies:  Premium pricing, Penetration pricing, skimming 

strategy. At first glance, pricing in the movie industry seems very standardized. At any multiplex is cinema hall, a 

movie ticket costs the same for all movies, doesn‟t it? But if we look into the broader definition of the movie 

product just defined, then the prices fluctuate widely. A distribution contract can be structured in many ways that 

result in very different returns for the producer, the key creative talent, and even the distributor. Elements that are 

negotiated include: Theatrical release schedules, Territories and market segments, Revenue splits, percentages and 

order of payment, Promotional budgets.  Apart from these pre consumer stage pricing differences, we see a wide 

range of pricing structures such as theatrical tickets, group 4-wall rentals, title rentals, title sales, special releases, 

subscription services, festivals, downloads, delayed broadcasts, pay-per-view, licenses, bundled deals, cable 

channels and now we have movies and games on cell phones. Scriptwriters sell to producers. Producers sell to 

investors and distributors. Distributors sell to exhibitors and chain stores and Internet dealers. Retail stores sell to 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Multiplex
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=India
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Multiplex
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Box+Office
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Box+Office
http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Box+Office
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communities (groups) and individuals and families. Families "sell" to friends and more family. Even word of mouth 

has a price. Multiplexes are the core of malls. The difference in average ticket price between a multiplex within and 

outside of a mall is 10-15 per cent. The advent of the multiplex audience has definitely resulted in revenue hike for 

the producers, but it is important to realize that single screen movie halls are still in a majority and as compared to 

multiplexes. Tickets are priced keeping in mind the average Indian. There had been more than ten films that did box-

office collections of Rs 100 crore and above in 2015-16.  Aamir Khan's dangal which broke all records in terms of 

revenue. The worldwide box office collection of top five Hindi Films ever:  

Dangal 630 Cr + (Still Counting) 

PK 735 Cr 

BajrangiBhaijaan 604 Cr 

Sultan 584 Cr 

Dhoom 3 529 Cr 

 

The spending capacity of people has increased in the last few years. According to the PWC report, the Indian film 

industry is to grow by 11.5% in the next five years, reaching 184.7 billion in 2018 from 107 billion in 2008.  

Promotion (Marketing Strategies) 

Promotion is a powerful marketing tool, not only during the premier of a new product, but throughout its lifecycle. 

Producers create the end-product for the consumer, but they seldom market that product directly to the consumer. 

They market their story to investors and distributors. Distributors market to exhibitors, retailers and sub-distributors. 

The theatre exhibitors, retailers, store clerks, and Internet strategists market to the end consumers. And then, to top 

off this complex stew, some consumers even market to other consumers - their family, friends and co-workers. 

The promotion of a movie takes place at two levels: At producer level the promotion of movies is done at a large 

scale with a national or international scenario in consideration. The budgets at this level are very big and the media 

used are teaser on TV channels and cinema halls, radio, national magazines etc. The star cast of the movie is also 

associated with publicity at this level. This publicity is aimed at all the target audience in the country for creating a 

“buzz” about the movie. At distributor level the promotion is mainly for making the target audience aware about 

the theatres where the movie is playing and the timings of the movies. Also, this publicity tries to reach the audience 

who may not have access to cable TV or radio. But the scope of this is publicity is limited to the distributor‟s 

territory. The budgets allocated for such publicity are comprehensive but smaller than the budgets at producer level. 

The media used at this level are posters, hoardings, local newspapers etc. 

Marketing Strategies followed to Promote films 

Publicity: The strategic importance of publicity of any film is undoubted. It is oxygen for everybody who is 

connected in the film industry. It keeps you in the attention and guarantees the longevity of your career. An 

important role is played by both media and non-media public relations. So it always makes a sense for a film-maker 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Multiplexes
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to give media some 'masala' news about the plot of the film, release of the music, clarification on controversies, 

celebration parties or location of the shoots.  

Partner Brands: Over the year's bollywood have successfully partnered with brands like Tag Huer, Rolex, 

McDonalds, Maybelline, Exide battery, Coca Cola, Pepsi, Hutch, Bournvita, Zandu, Ultratech cement, Nikon and so 

on. For e.g. Salman khan partner brand Being Human. 

Content of the movie: Most modern films that are high in style and locations but low in content fail to click at the 

box office. The movie-goer however motivated is no fool and can see through the content of the movie within the 

first 15 minutes of the movie.  

Star Cast: Making a film is all about team work. It consists of actors, crew members, technicians and artistes who 

contribute their skills and reputation to create a brand value for the film.  

Timing of the movie to be launched: As such there is no rule that films have to be released on Friday. Some films 

have released on different days but the general reason behind Friday, It is the last working day giving the audiences 

to spend rest two days in recreational activities. Watching a movie is one of them. Another reason for timing a 

movie release is people don't come to theatres if there are exams or festivals or world cup event. Producers are 

careful to strategize the release of the DVDs at such a time, that it doesn't interfere with the theatrical release of the 

movie as it is the main source of revenue.  For ex. upcoming movies Raees and Kaabil are releasing on same date. If 

it happens it will affect the collection of both movies. 

 

VII. MARKETING TOOLS OF HINDI FILM INDUSTRY 

 

There are so many options for marketing that marketers are confused over it. There are many boulevards for 

marketing in India. Many marketing tools are used for single film in the industry. Let's look at the most used 

platforms to attract audiences at the theatres. In the past the marketing campaigns were usually done by billboards 

designed to fit in magazines, newspapers ads, integrated into television ads and the same in theater trailers. Over the 

years the style of Hindi film industry has changed so is its campaigning style the conventional marketing through 

billboards, print ads, TV ads and trailers have changed their approach. In today's scenario film campaigning is more 

targeted at various online demographics that suits the audiences' demands and is more specific. 

Print Advertisements: In contemporary India advertisements play many roles. Print advertisement are the most 

used and old techniques to reach the audiences. Full page ads and half page ads in a newspaper like Times of India, 

Dainik Bhaskar, Rajasthan patrika etc were regular norms till date. These ads are now shifting towards internet 

which has photographs usually taken during the shoots. To make the ad more effective and increase its credibility 

quotes from critics are added to the advertisements. 

Television Appearances: It was started just as an experiment by Yash Raj but this idea seems to be accepted by all 

in the industry to promote their respective films. Currently this medium is taken by film makers very seriously. 

Before it was reality shows on TV and now it is serials. Indian film industry has found their new mantra to publicize 

their upcoming movies. Both big and small TV stars benefit from this new arrangement as this is the best medium to 
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connect with the audience. Ranveer singh appeared on Bigg boss along with his co actor vani kapoor to promote his 

film befikre. Star cast of movie often go to The Kapil Sharma show to promote their movie.  

Theatre Trailers/Promos: Theatre trailers have major impact on the minds of the audiences regarding the film as it 

make first impression for the film, so it is to be crafted properly. Trailers have maximum impact on the audiences 

and are a cost effective marketing technique. The combination of sound and images is very effective way to pull the 

audiences to see the film.  

Word of Mouth: As the film release date approaches the distributors start marketing films through print media such 

as newspapers, magazines etc. But nowadays film marketers have focused on Word of Mouth for those who don't 

read newspapers and magazines that include children, parents, teens and young adults who are more attached to their 

mobiles.  

Internet: The internet is increasingly emerging as a profitable medium to create hype and promote new film. There 

are approximately 30-40 million internet users in India today. Internet as a medium to promote a film is a viable 

option as it offers a wide platform of activities like reviews, trailers, bulletin boards, email, and blog for marketing 

movies which in turn creates a buzz about the film. Industry experts believe that the cost effectiveness of the online 

medium is one of the reasons for its popularity. An online campaign on the other hand costs only one-tenth of the 

amount a producer will spend advertising the film in the print medium. A survey conducted by the Internet & 

Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) says that close to 90% internet users surf the net for movie related information 

and 42% of the surfers use the net for this purpose more than once a week. The survey also found that 54% of the 

net users watched at least one movie per month. Be it social media marketing, you tube, twitter etc. Internet industry 

might have a higher growth rate than expected with an increase in modern technologies like 4G and Broadband. 

Neilson Market Research Company based on their research (2007) states that online advertising and the trust factor 

among the Indians is as below:- Word of Mouth: 87% users believed, News Paper: 77%, Online opinions: 73%, 

Opinions on Brand Websites: 72%, TV ads: 63%. 

OOH Medium: Out of Home medium is also an unconventional medium of marketing which has grown 

enormously and it is expected to grow over 2000 crores in the next five years. OOH refers to digital signboards, mall 

kiosks, billboards and signage's which are emerging popularly in the metro and small cities of India. 

Posters: Generally people spend only 5 sec watching a poster so it has to grab attention of the audiences. It is a 

powerful tool of communication. Although handmade posters are now a dying art flourished in Mumbai and 

Madras. Handmade posters are now replaced by digitally printed posters. A powerful poster can be adapted on to 

buses, billboards, cars etc. Posters can be used months before the release of the film, creating interest in the movie.  

Radio: According to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India., there were approximately 132 

lakh listeners of FM radio in the major metropolitan cities across India. Tie-ups with radio channels for marketing 

films are becoming increasingly common. Common promotional activities include on-air contests, interviews with 

film stars and music composers, shelling out complementary movie tickets, an option to meet the stars in person, 

music and movie premiere coverage, etc.  
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Mobile phones: India is the fastest growing market in the mobile world. The dramatic evolution of communications 

technology, from download speeds and battery life to compact form factors, screen sizes and resolution, as well as 

memory enhancements, means mobile devices are now capable of delivering a compelling, high quality and 

uniquely personal viewing experience..  

Teasers: In the world of entertainment branding and promotion, where promos and trailers create viewer 

perceptions, teasers play a very vital role when it comes to films and their marketing. A teaser is all about illusion 

and aura. It is about creating that „glimpse of mystery‟ about the film just before its theatrical release that will 

eventually attract more audiences to the theatre with a motive to demystify the perception created. A teaser for a 

film is essentially created to drive in the maximum number of viewers to the theatre in the first week of the film‟s 

release. This is because post week one, the fate of the film at the box office completely depends upon its content.  

Co-branding and Merchandising: Co-branding is an arrangement that associates a single product or service with 

more than one brand name, or otherwise associates a product with someone other than the principal producer. The 

typical co-branding agreement involves two or more companies acting in cooperation to associate any of various 

logos, color schemes, or brand identifiers to a specific product that is contractually designated for this purpose.  

Music: One of the most popular Indian music forms is the film songs. Hindi film industry, popularly known as 

Bollywood, along with Indian regional film industries, produces thousands of films a year, most of which are 

musicals and feature elaborate song and dance numbers. Music and Hindi film have an umbilical connection to each 

other. The impact of music on film's success is notable. Songs and tunes are launched on the website to promote the 

film apart from the official launching of the music of the film. YouTube and Face book are used to launch music 

videos and songs even before the original version of the movie is out in the market to increase interest and 

awareness of the film.  

 

VIII. CHALLENGES OF HINDI FILM INDUSTRY 

 

 The film industry in India produces over 1,000 movies a year. Four billion theatre tickets are sold annually. The 

only problem lies in the exhibition space. We have only nine screens per million citizens, while China has 25.  The 

other markets simply watch pirated versions killing potential revenues. However one of the biggest challenges that 

our industry is facing is Piracy. According to industry sources piracy is a 20 billion market and its share of the total 

video market is increasing day by day.  Content of movie is also important factor to consider. Lack of good content 

in Hindi film industry is always has been challenging for producers.  Availability of Internet and lack of internet 

speed in rural areas is still vivid issues to be treated. However, the piracy industry has created such havoc in the film 

market, that the producers are incurring huge losses. In order to curb this nuisance, the producers have come up with 

cheaply priced DVDs so that the rising phenomenon doesn't become unsolvable. Licensing, uneven entertainment 

tax (a state subject) and other issues remain critical. 
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IX. SOLUTION 

There should be more screens to increase the profit of the films. More screens can improve the spread of revenues. 

According to a Rentrak report, Mumbai, Delhi and Uttar Pradesh account for over 60 per cent of the total revenue 

for Hindi films largely because functional screens are concentrated in these markets.  We should focus on converting 

single screen theaters to multiplexes. There are nearly 9000 single screens in India If 9,000 single screens are 

converted into three-screeners or multiplexes, 27,000 screens can be added, in six months. Multiplexes, with three 

and more screens are the only way forward according to present scenario. The cost is about Rs 2.5 crore per screen 

in the metros and under Rs 2 crore in the non-metros. It seems that market for Hindi Film Industry has not been 

used. It has more room to utilize. There is prospect of growth in the business. It appears that the industry's capacity 

has not yet been exhausted. "A developed market like the United States has almost 40,000 multiplex screens. In a 

developing market like China, there are 20,000. "In contrast, India has hardly 2,050 multiplex screens.The Hindi 

film industry in India can easily look at 7,500 to 10,000 multiplex screens, though he does admit that the growth 

trajectory for such screens has not been significant. It has taken the country 18 years to arrive at the 2,000-

odd multiplex screens since the first movie theatre with multiple screens opened to the public in 1997. 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

 

Today, new media marketing is on the rise in India. The Indian film industry is in the top three film industry with 

USA and China. But the overseas collection of Hindi film industry is not good compare to other competitive film 

industry.  Marketing strategies have become an integral part of film industry and laying on this fact, Hindi film 

marketers have chosen to target and move accordingly to attract the audience through innovative marketing 

strategies. The findings of our study reveal certain significant facts about comparing different mediums of 

promotion and marketing of a movie. Movie goers spend more time staying online or using their mobile phones in 

comparison to watching television or reading newspaper. Hence, new media has a longer stay and say in their 

everyday life. Though television still remains a strong pursuable medium but the uprising of new media has toppled 

mediums such as newspapers, magazines and radio. Online websites are increasingly popular with the movie going 

audience and they are dependent on internet for movie information. These audiences turn up online before deciding 

to go for the movie or not. Moreover, research also proves that this innovative new media marketing technique is 

helping in increasing the box office collection. 

However, it is evident that the people behind the marketing and promotion of a movie need to pay more attention to 

the underutilized potential of the internet as a medium to attract more eyes. The internet is increasingly emerging as 

a profitable medium to create hype and promote a new film. There are approximately 50-60 million internet users in 

India today. Internet as a medium to promote a film is a viable option as it offers a wide platform of activities like 

reviews, trailers, bulletin boards, email, and blog for marketing movies which in turn creates a buzz about the film. 

Industry experts believe that the cost effectiveness of the online medium is one of the reasons for its popularity. 
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